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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

8-21-2019 Rx Menu F-35's Doctor's. F-35 WW III is Dead. F-35 Waste,
“understand what everyone understands." Exodus to Sirius is the winner. Sirius and
Exodus a feature of today’s changing battlefield. F-35's unkillable like gas engine
cars. Pentagon Generals censor Gravity Engine and WindmillCAR's... Jew have lived
with Exodus for thousands of years and as many military Kings. ‘Tasting Funny for
Years’: Lead in the Water and a City in Crisis. Diesel in the air for decades,
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windmillcar's are Pentagon's battlefields. Saudi women are allowed to drive cars,
USA women F-35 to Pink Graves of their mom's. Breast cancer tumor coming
through her breast are not allowed on the front page of the NY Times on orders
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Wow!! 

8-21-2019 Rx Menu F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in 2020. 

8-21-2019 Rx GE “We get on the radar of future employees, young people who
are making a choice as to where they want to work and what could they possibly
invent after reading Gregs book with 1,001 IP invention projects and Ford
WindmillCAR's and RV-Homes.” Accessories for 1 Trillion volts, Amps, Watts more
electricity than ever before in a super cold Windmill Turbine at -254 C. 1 Windmill
Turbine can power a Carrier or Hospital Ship. 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu lets you Consider ordering the Rx Dementia
Latte... 1,001 Rx Latte's at Starbucks!! 

8-21-2019 “intelligere quod omnes intelligent,” or to “understand what everyone
understands." Rx Never Forget. She will never let you forget your Rx. Polygamy
legal in the USA to advance art of the diagnosis married to 4 MD women!
Polymyalgia rheumatica and Temporal arteritis women in their 70, stats are not in
the article. Quick diagnosis on Day One is, and getting the right dose of the Rx is!
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iPhone alert for all women in their 70's. 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu lets you Consider ordering the Rx Dementia
Latte... 1,001 Rx Latte's at Starbucks!! 

8-21-2019 Amazon-Apple-Starbucks with iMac and Mac Book Pro's at every
Starbucks with 1 Click Amazon links to specks and genius tutors for all these Rx
Recipe Latte's, grin. Great Taste. “understand what everyone understands."
Miracle cures are hiding in plain sight you just have to be looking for the
"WindmillCar" when you read Orwells 'Animal Farm' same with everything you read.
And of course super conductivity -254 C 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu lets you Consider ordering the Rx Dementia
Latte... 1,001 Rx Latte's at Starbucks!! 

8-21-2019 Pompeo Concedes Challenges on ISIS and North Korea, when his staff
should be considering the 100 Car Train of Super Shuttle Challengers and 1,001 Rx
Recipe for Starbucks Latte's. 
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8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu lets you Consider ordering the Rx Dementia
Latte... 1,001 Rx Latte's at Starbucks!! 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu Podcast... Don't forget the Rx Latte Menu. 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu "Dementia Gas Station" formerly Exxon-Mobil. Bull
WindmillCAR's on Wall Street. Trump plays with the Capital Gains Tax Cut. Trump
He added, “I would love to do something on capital gains tax.” Economists estimate
that such a move would add $100 billion to the national debt. It would also provide
the greatest benefit to the top 0.1 percent of taxpayers, according to an analysis
the Exodus Model of the WindmillCAR will #1 seller among Jews. The comments
came as Mr. Trump acknowledged that his administration was considering a variety
of tax cut ideas, including a payroll tax cut, to stimulate a slowing economy. For
more than year, Mr. Trump’s economic team has been counting the Pink Graves at
Arlington not stimulating the Rx Pink Recipe for a breast cancer cure playing war
games with Korea and Syria, Iran. How he could go about indexing capital gains
without congressional action. How do you go about indexing 1,001 IP invention
projects gains putting a iMac and Mac Book Pro at Every Starbucks in Paris and
the USA. Moscow and Korea working on 1,001 IP inventions projects is far fetched
for their culture of Inventors. Edison-Einstein gave Moscow Electric Lights. Who
can invent a cure all for Moscow Alcoholics, not Putin working on the high five
nerve agent. 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu; Rx Recipe's 1,001 at Starbucks; Podcast subtle
brand-building efforts intended to entertain as well as persuade. Rx Recipe Never
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Forget latte. General Electric released an eight-part science-fiction podcast called
“The Message” that drew millions of listeners and briefly reached No. 1 on iTunes.
Edison 84 part podcast on electric inventions in the lab, explosions. After the lab
exploded Edison found the plug. 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu; It’s unclear how much branded podcasts have
helped companies generate sales or reach new customers. A strategically timed
announcement on “Keeping You Organized” MD Podcast, ASAP Day One -
Eventually, both women consulted their primary care doctors, who referred them to
rheumatologists. Yet, as sometimes happens, both specialists made mistakes,
resulting in a delay of effective treatment. Ms. Uffner was told that her
symptoms were probably caused by osteoarthritis, a common condition among older
adults. She then saw another more experienced rheumatologist, who suspected and
soon diagnosed polymyalgia rheumatica and prescribed prednisone 

8-21-2019 Rx Menu F-35's Doctor's. F-35 WW III is Dead. F-35 Waste,
“understand what everyone understands." Exodus to Sirius is the winner. Sirius and
Exodus a feature of today’s changing battlefield. F-35's unkillable like gas engine
cars. Pentagon Generals censor Gravity Engine and WindmillCAR's... Jew have lived
with Exodus for thousands of years and as many military Kings. ‘Tasting Funny for
Years’: Lead in the Water and a City in Crisis. Diesel in the air for decades,
windmillcar's are Pentagon's battlefields. Saudi women are allowed to drive cars,
USA women F-35 to Pink Graves of their mom's. Breast cancer tumor coming
through her breast are not allowed on the front page of the NY Times on orders
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Wow!! 

8-21-2019 Rx Menu F-35's Doctor's. F-35 WW III is Dead. F-35 Waste,
“understand what everyone understands." Exodus to Sirius is the winner. Inside
America’s Trillion-Dollar Fighter-Jet Program. The F-35 was once the Pentagon’s
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high-profile problem child. Has it finally moved past its reputation of being an
overhyped and underperforming warplane? By VALERIE INSINNA Exodus to Sirius
by Jews is overhyped by the Rabbi. ...an F-35 burst into flames just moments
before its pilot was set to take off on a routine training mission... Mission to hear
and observe Aliens. Cheaper than building the F-35 and a much better job for
engineers. Pentagon Waste; Lockheed has now delivered more than 400 planes to
American and foreign militaries, and the unit cost per aircraft has dropped
significantly. In 2018, the F-35 completed its first combat operation for the
Marine Corps in Afghanistan. The Air Force used it for airstrikes in Iraq about six
months later. Later this year or in early 2020, the F-35 will go into full-rate
production, with Lockheed expected to churn out 130 to 160 or more planes per
year, “understand what everyone understands." Waste F-35. But the Radar will be
on all cars and roads. 

8-21-2019 MD Podcast; ...another more experienced rheumatologist, who
suspected and soon diagnosed polymyalgia rheumatica and prescribed prednisone... 

8-21-2019 MD Wife's, Marry 4 MD Women Podcast; Buy Greg's Amazon Book for
all GE employees, test results are new GE inventions. Linda Boff, the chief
marketing executive at General Electric, which began its second sci-fi podcast,
“LifeAfter,” in 2016. “We get on the radar of future employees, young people who
are making a choice as to where they want to work and what could they possibly
invent after reading Gregs book with 1,001 IP invention projects and Ford
WindmillCAR's and RV-Homes.” Accessories for 1 Trillion volts, Amps, Watts more
electricity than ever before in a super cold Windmill Turbine at -254 C. 1 Windmill
Turbine can power a Carrier or Hospital Ship. 

8-21-2019 Telsa and Solar Panels World Wide Fires Podcast; Tesla engaged in
“widespread, systemic negligence” and “failed to abide by prudent industry
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practices in installing, operating and maintaining its solar systems.” It said the
panels were installed on the roofs of more than 200 of the 5,000 Walmart
locations in the United States. ...seven rooftop fires, worst gas engine cars 7
million fiery wrecks. No burn unit upgrades or paid cost to burn patients. World
Wide. Walmart is seeking damages from Tesla, as well as the removal of all the
company’s solar power systems from its stores. No Gas Stations On Earth! 

8-21-2019 6,000 Cuban MD's are in Sweden today picking up their Nobel in
Medicine at the King's Palace. All are paid by the King of Sweden to work for
years and years until they win a Miracle Cure Nobel in Medicine. Back in the USA.
Miami, Cuba no one is working on a Nobel in Medicine for 2010. "My 60 Years of
Disappointment With Fidel Castro"“History will absolve me,” the Cuban leader
declared. It may not. By ENRIQUE KRAUZE Nobel's in Medicine will Absolve Me!.
Krauze, "I visited Cuba in July 2009, and was captivated by its natural beauty and
the ingenuity and warmth of its people. On the side of the road, a 12-year-old
girl waved a bag of cheese that she was selling for one dollar. “It’s forbidden,”
the driver told me. The country lived without that age-old invention: the market.
Time seemed to have stopped." " In 1957, Cuba had around 6,000,000 heads of
cattle, well above the world’s per capita average" in 2019 Cuban MD's treated
60,000 people for colon cancer. From eating red meat. Enrique Krauze is a Mexican
historian, the editor of the literary magazine Letras Libres, and the author of
“Redeemers: Ideas and Power in Latin America.” This article was translated from
the Spanish by Erin Goodman. Enrique Krauze will meet 6,000 Cuban MD's in
Sweden who will share a Nobel in Medicine for Red Meat alerts on iPhones.
Podcast. 

8-21-2019 Starbucks Rx Menu lets you Consider ordering the Rx Dementia
Latte... 1,001 Rx Latte's at Starbucks after the 17 year war in Afghastan ends
with a victory for humanity. "Never Forget Rx Latte" you lost 1,001 Rx Latte's
going into Baghdad for $300 million a week in Oil Revenues $$$. Cost of the Rx
the NY Times Editors will never tell you... 
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8-21-2019 

82" Starbucks Rx pushes the limit of what Dolby Vision can do inventing the
Recipe's for the Rx Latte's! Open 24/7 like the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus. 

8-21-2019 How much are 1,001 Nobel in Medicine worth to Starbucks? 
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8-20-2019 “intelligere quod omnes intelligent,” or to “understand what everyone
understands." Rx Never Forget, Rx Pink Latte both at Starbucks @ Star Wars.
Urgent to get this on Day One in the correct dose. Marry 4 MD women today!
Write the Hemingway House Rx Starbucks Nobel Novel all night... on iMac + Mac
Book Pro's! 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; 8-20-2019 Big Brother: In Amazon’s
Bookstore, Orwell Gets a Rewrite As fake and illegitimate texts proliferate online,
books are becoming a form of misinformation. The author of “1984” would not be
surprised. Greg's book selling on Amazon was not mentioned in this NY Times 1984
article “an absolute priority, above all other considerations,” news of the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; 1984 at the NY Times on Wikipedia. $777
Trillion in Oil Revenues written up on Wikipedia about the NY Times censoring this
for blood money from a Charismatic Prince Salman. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at NY Times is a serious Starbucks Latte as the Jewish
Exodus to Sirius will confiscate all $777 Trillion to finance their inventions needed
for Exodus into the Jewish Universe. 
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8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Starbucks and
Amazon sell books that will make you think of a Miracle Cure like Einstein Gravity
Engine or the Rx Pink Latte that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Orwell books from Amazon. Some of them
were printed in India, where Orwell is in the public domain. This NY Times article
should have written up Win 10 MS Office in the Public Domain sold by Amazon.
British Orwell ruled India much like Win 10 and Bill Gates Rule OS technology
software that does more than email, sort of like CERN and Web Page Design for 1
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors. F-
35 Radar on all cars and roads was crashed by Bill and Melinda Gates not Amazon
and Starbucks as they drove by a fiery wreck without stopping to help and the
Burn Unit advances have sanctions by Trump same as his Special Olympic Children
Diesel casualties of his Drunk MD Admiral at the White House. Do you really think
a sober MD Admiral would let Trump tweet about Special Olympics Diesel bus
donation the kids? Hell No. 
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8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Rx Recipes in “Down and Out in Paris and
London” that was edited for high school students. After all if you need a copy of
“Animal Farm” or “1984” for school, you’re not going to think too much about who
published it. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR got its Windmill from 'Animal Farm' in 1980.
This should be written on the cover of all 'Animal Farm' Books. Abuse and Fraud
at the NY Times started with the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR and Diesel School Bus
instead of articles on the Mac Book Air Ride School Bus parked in the kids
neighborhoods not at the bus garage. And open 24/7. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; 1984 at the NY Times on Wikipedia, covers
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that screamed “amateur.” Eleven of the books were sold directly by Amazon as new
books and were shipped from an Amazon warehouse; one was sold as a new book by
a third party. Prices ranged from $3 to $23. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; ‘Tasting Funny for Years’: Lead in the Water
and a City in Crisis By CHRISTINA GOLDBAUM Diesel in the air, spray painted
black clouds of diesel in the traffic ahead. by Christina Goldbaum. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Bill Clinton in a Blue Dress; Prince Andrew,
‘Appalled’ by Epstein Scandal, Denies Any Role... now we know the names of 2
White Men at 1984 HQ. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; On asphalt streets, workers are using highly
pressurized water mixed with a special compound to remove lead particles. For
denser surfaces like granite, workers are using a special gel that is coated and left
to dry for several days before being removed along with any lead particles that
had been embedded in the stone. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Rx Latte at Starbucks to remove lead from
your blood, body! 
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8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Children and pregnant women are particularly
at risk, and even low levels of exposure can be harmful. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; 1984 Homeland Security test all for lead at
all airports World Wide, JFK. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Blood Test for all Employees. Paris 160
children living or attending summer activities in the area near the cathedral have
been tested for lead poisoning since the fire, Notre-Dame, according to the
regional health authority. Test results for most of the children were below a
cautionary threshold set by French authorities, but 16 were above it, and two
were above an even higher threshold that triggers a mandatory declaration to
health authorities. But the health authority said that one of those two children
had been exposed to lead at home, making it unclear whether fallout from the fire
was responsible. Health officials had not yet disclosed results from investigations
at the second child’s home. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; 160 children living or attending summer
activities in the area near the cathedral have been tested for lead poisoning since
the fire. 160,000,000 tested by WHO 
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8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Body Cameras on Cops, Cooks, MD's, When
Parents Eavesdrop on Nannies By ANGELLA FOSTER 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; prescribed prednisone!! ASAP Day One -
Eventually, both women consulted their primary care doctors, who referred them to
rheumatologists. Yet, as sometimes happens, both specialists made mistakes,
resulting in a delay of effective treatment. Ms. Uffner was told that her
symptoms were probably caused by osteoarthritis, a common condition among older
adults. She then saw another more experienced rheumatologist, who suspected and
soon diagnosed polymyalgia rheumatica and prescribed prednisone. Now, about three
months later and on a lowered dose of prednisone, she’s back on the tennis court. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Polygamy legal in the USA to advance art of
the diagnosis married to 4 MD women! Polymyalgia rheumatica and Temporal
arteritis women in their 70, stats are not in the article. Quick diagnosis on Day
One is, and getting the right dose of the Rx is! 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Culture of Key West with the Yale Key West
Medical School and 25 Hospital Ships. 
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8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Diagnosed polymyalgia rheumatica and
prescribed prednisone, Day One ASAP. Rx tocilizumab, that could be used instead.
Visit the Yale Key West Medical School for Patient education on the Art of the
Diagnosis and right amount of Rx. Star Wars Today, grin. by Jane Brody.
Polymyalgia rheumatica and Temporal arteritis. Order these books on Amazon 1
Click today. Wait for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ get the diagnosis right on Day
One ASAP and the correct amount of Rx in the Starbucks Latte. Yes you will be
able to pick up these latte Rx drinks at Starbucks sooner than later thanks to
Jane Brody writing this up in the NY Times today. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; And while the first rheumatologist who
examined Ms. Sullivan correctly diagnosed temporal arteritis as the cause of her
crippling head pain, the doctor failed to treat it with an adequate dose of
prednisone. After several relapses of the excruciating pain when the drug dose was
reduced, she saw another rheumatologist who treated the problem correctly, with a
starting dose twice as high. But by then it took five years of very gradually
reduced doses for the condition to finally resolve. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Once PMR is diagnosed, it’s also important for
patients to be checked for signs of temporal arteritis. If someone has symptoms
suggestive of arteritis, a biopsy of the temporal artery on the side of the head
may be needed to confirm the diagnosis. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Pink Graves in the USA is what's missing from
this NY Times Syria War Update. A Journey to Explore What ‘Victory’ Looks Like
in a Shattered Syria.On an eight-day visit, New York Times journalists given rare
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access to Syria found ruin, grief and generosity. What was missing after eight
years of civil war? Young men and a middle class. By VIVIAN YEE and MERIDITH
KOHUT Pink Graves in the USA killed in 8 years of war in Syria, 40,000 a year.
Bush in Texas can't do the Math. Bush Wife has no memory of ever seeing a Pink
Grave at Arlington. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Key West Detectives Rx! For ‘Diagnosis’ Show,
Dr. Lisa Sanders Lets Times Readers Around the World Join in the Detective
Work. Detectives in Key West let Starbucks Join in the work of a Nobel Prize
winning 2019 Ford WindmillCAR fitted with a Gravity Engine Upgrade. Navy Major
looking over Starbucks today 8-20-2019. USS UNICEF costing $7 Trillion not sent
to the Navy Major. Who reads Gregs mail to his 96 year old Mother, clerks at the
PO not Key West Detectives, ha. 

8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; "Sirius!! An Archaeological Puzzle on the
Danube." By JAMES GORMAN 8,000 years ago, over a period of perhaps 200
years, artists that lived in this settlement on the banks of the Danube carved
about 100 sandstone boulders with faces and abstract designs. The faces are
simple, with wide round eyes, a stylized nose and down-turned open mouths. They
do not look happy. Aliens from Sirius deported to Earth a Prison Planet for Aliens,
Grin. Change from the Mesolithic to the Neolithic for archaeologists. Change to
Star Wars. Idea of Aliens 8,000 years ago on the Danube. NASA could write a
article for the NY Times. 
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8-20-2019 Rx Orwell at Starbucks; Rx Recipes 400 tons of lead in the Church
fire smoke this is “Down and Out in Paris and London” “Animal Farm” Fish Farming
in Key West, no city hall votes on the Pearl Street Mall with curbs you can fall
from worse as rock climbing falls if you are 70. 

8-19-2019 Astonishing 600 images per second used to brainwash Alcoholics to
Sober Up Forever! 1 Click Amazon links to Rx Latte Recipe for Sober Alcoholics.
NY Times writes don't warn pregnant women not to drink at the bar as it will
backfire into her binge drunk 8 month pregnant, Trump calls this a false NY Times
story! 
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8-19-2019 Prince Salman a very a charismatic villain, killer, Pink Cure Killer Too!
Hong Kong - Bone Saw and Blood Money of Charismatic Prince warrants a "Hong
Kong Protest at every Airport World Wide." With Troop Buildup, China Sends a
Stark Warning to Hong Kong. China Bone Saw Charismatic leaders Xi, his murders
are Gas Station Hold Ups in Times of super conductivity of Charismatic 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's not 1 million New Exxon Mobil Gas stations in China. China Sends a
Stark Warning to Hong Kong about $4 gas not Windmill and Gravity Engine Ford's. 

8-19-2019 When social rejection occurs World Wide rejection of Our Universe of
12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens for $777 Trillion in Blood Money
from Prince Salman! Yesterday Xi bought 1 million new gas stations not 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 

8-19-2019 Prince Salman a very a charismatic villain, killer, at home he can watch
600 images a second of spray painted black clouds of Diesel in the traffic ahead
and fiery wrecks he paid Pope Francis to drive by without stopping to help those on
fire! A Cardinal Sin. 


